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Predicting ecosystem functioning at large spatial scales rests on our ability

to scale up from local plots to landscapes, but this is highly contingent

on our understanding of how functioning varies through space. Such an

understanding has been hampered by a strong experimental focus of bio-

diversity–ecosystem functioning research restricted to small spatial scales.

To address this limitation, we investigate the drivers of spatial variation in

multitrophic energy flux—a measure of ecosystem functioning in complex

communities—at the landscape scale. We use a structural equation modelling

framework based on distance matrices to test how spatial and environmental

distances drive variation in community energy flux via four mechanisms:

species composition, species richness, niche complementarity and biomass.

We found that in both a tropical and a temperate study region, geographical

and environmental distance indirectly influence species richness and biomass,

with clear evidence that these are the dominant mechanisms explaining varia-

bility in community energy flux over spatial and environmental gradients.

Our results reveal that species composition and trait variability may become

redundant in predicting ecosystem functioning at the landscape scale. Instead,

we demonstrate that species richness and total biomass may best predict rates

of ecosystem functioning at larger spatial scales.
1. Introduction
Global declines in biodiversity resulting from anthropogenic disturbance have

stimulated widespread concern over the associated loss of ecosystem function-

ing and services provided by natural systems [1,2]. In the past two decades, a

considerable effort has been made to understand the mechanisms that drive

rates in ecosystem functioning, with an especially large focus on the importance

of biodiversity [1,3,4]. Most of this research has emerged from experimental

studies that attempt to directly link species richness with ecosystem processes

at the local scale. Yet, owing to the largely experimental nature of the research

that has developed in this field so far, little is known about the mechanisms

driving landscape-scale patterns in ecosystem functioning of complex, natural

ecosystems [1,4–6].

The importance of spatial context in biodiversity and ecosystem functioning

(BEF) research has been increasingly realized in recent years [7,8]. For example,

France & Duffy [9] demonstrated that metacommunity structure and dispersal

were highly important for maintaining rates and temporal stability of
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Figure 1. Graphical representation of the four proposed mechanisms (H1 – H4) that drive spatial variation in ecosystem functioning. Hypothetical examples illustrate
how each mechanism would drive variation in energy flux between two spatially and environmentally distinct sampling plots (a,b). Blue and red circles represent
biomass-weighted (circle size) resource and consumer populations, respectively, with Ri and Ci denoting different resource and consumer species. Black arrows within
the example communities indicate hypothetical energy fluxes between resources and their consumers, with the overall sum of energy flux indicated to the right of
each hypothetical community. Graphs to the right of the example communities indicate the hypothesized relationship between turnover in the measured community
attribute used to test the hypothesis and turnover in energy flux.
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productivity. This and many other studies [3], however,

focused primarily on the role of species richness for determin-

ing ecosystem functioning in a relatively simple system limited

to very few species and trophic levels. In comparison, forest

litter invertebrate communities harbour remarkably high num-

bers of species that span many trophic levels and yield highly

complex food webs [10,11] that are directly related to important

ecosystem services [12]. This raises the question of how ecosys-

tem functioning of multitrophic communities varies across

space in terrestrial forest ecosystems where species turnover

is relatively high [13]. Incorporating such high levels of diver-

sity is challenging, if not impossible, for manipulative BEF

experiments, thus calling for the implementation of land-

scape-level field research that extends beyond correlative

analyses and rather tries to identify causal mechanisms [1,4].

A major hindrance to the implementation of this approach

has been the difficulty of directly linking measured ecosystem

functions (such as decomposition, predation and herbivory

rates) with multitrophic species assemblages that are sam-

pled at the landscape level. In this study, we overcome this

limitation by analytically calculating energy fluxes

among biomass pools via trophic interactions in natural litter

macroinvertebrate communities [11].

Using structural equation modelling, we address four

hypotheses of how multitrophic ecosystem functioning of
litter macroinvertebrate communities can vary over spatial

and environmental gradients in a temperate and a tropical eco-

system. First, the composition of species might affect energy

fluxes [14] owing to particular attributes of species that confer

especially important effects on resource uptake (figure 1, H1).

Thus, turnover of species among communities (b-diversity)

should scale positively with dissimilarity in community

energy fluxes (figure 1, H1). Second, community energy flux

might scale with species richness (a-diversity) owing to concur-

rent variability in resource heterogeneity (figure 1, H2); [15].

This would occur as the addition of resource species allows con-

sumers to increase their resource uptake because of an increase

in available resource niches. In this case, we would expect that

dissimilarity among locales in a-diversity should be positively

correlated with dissimilarity of community energy fluxes

(figure 1, H2). Third, we hypothesize that community energy

fluxes scale positively with functional diversity (hereafter func-

tional dispersion), because a wider range of traits should

allow consumers to feed on a wider range of resource species.

Specifically, given sufficient resource heterogeneity [15], a

larger range of traits among consumers should reduce compe-

tition over shared resources owing to increased resource

partitioning in more functionally diverse consumer assem-

blages, allowing for the complementary use of resources

(figure 1, H3) [16–18]. Therefore, if niche complementarity
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determines rates of functioning, then we would expect that dis-

similarity of functional dispersion should scale positively with

dissimilarity of community energy fluxes (figure 1, H3). Finally,

rates of energy flux may be purely biomass-dependent, regard-

less of the species assemblage, because greater species biomass

inherently increases energetic demands and, thus, energy flux

among biomass pools. In such a case, we would expect a posi-

tive relationship between dissimilarity in community biomass

and community energy fluxes (figure 1, H4).

In this study, we disentangle the relative contributions of

b-diversity, a-diversity, functional dispersion and total bio-

mass on community energy fluxes in temperate and tropical

litter macroinvertebrate communities. Using standardized

sampling, we compared litter invertebrate communities

across two extensive spatial and environmental gradients in

managed German forests (48 plots) and plantation agriculture

and agroforests in Sumatra, Indonesia (32 plots) to assess the

relative roles of spatial and environmental distance in deter-

mining community assembly, and how these processes give

rise to variation in ecosystem functioning. In doing so, we

disentangle potential mechanisms that mediate variation in

ecosystem functioning across landscapes and determine how

geographical distance can be used to predict ecosystem

functioning at large spatial scales.
2. Methods
(a) Study sites
To disentangle the mechanisms responsible for driving variation

in ecosystem functioning at the landscape scale, we compared

plots across two spatially extensive study regions comprising

two landscapes in Sumatra, Indonesia and three landscapes in

Germany (electronic supplementary material, figure S1). Plots

in both regions were established across a range of land use man-

agement intensities. In Indonesia, plots were located in each of

four land use types: primary degraded forest, jungle rubber agro-

forests, monoculture rubber and monoculture oil palm,

replicated four times in each of two spatially independent land-

scapes located near Bukit Duabelas National Park and Harapan

Rainforest, making a total of 32 plots (see [11,19] for details of

the study design). In Germany, plots were located in each

of four land use types of varying management intensity:

unmanaged beech forest, 70-year-old managed beech forest,

30-year-old managed beech forest and intensively managed

coniferous forest. These plots were replicated four times in each

of three spatially independent landscapes in the Swabian

Alb Biosphere Reserve, the Hainich National Park and the

Schorfheide-Chorin Biosphere Reserve, making a total of 48

plots (see [20] for details of the study design). Within each

region, the plots covered a large geographical range, with inter-

plot distance ranging from 0.1 to 90 km in Indonesia and from

0.3 to 630 km in Germany. The Indonesian land use systems

probably cover a greater range of management intensity than

the German systems owing to generally higher material inputs

and harvesting of, for example, oil palm plantations [19]. Thus,

direct quantitative comparisons between the two study regions

should be made with some caution. Nevertheless, by using a

suite of measured environmental parameters to quantify

environmental distance in comparable units among sampling

sites, such potential regional biases can be overcome.

(b) Animal sampling and measurements
In both regions, macroinvertebrates were sampled from the leaf

litter using litter sieves. In Indonesia, a total of three 1 m2
subsamples were taken at each plot (50 � 50 m) between October

and November 2012; and in Germany, a total of four 0.25 m2 sub-

samples were taken from each plot (100� 100 m) in spring 2011.

Leaf litter from each subsample was removed from the surface of

the ground down to the soil and placed in a coarse mesh sieve,

from which all visible invertebrates were hand collected and

stored in ethanol. Collected specimens were identified to higher

taxonomic groupings (classes, orders or families where possible)

and then further identified to species (see electronic supplementary

material, table S1 for more details on sampled invertebrates). In

cases where species identification was not possible (predominantly

in the Indonesian samples), specimens where identified to mor-

phospecies based on consistent morphological characteristics. The

number of species per plot was recorded, and the dissimilarity

among plots in a-diversity was then calculated as the log response

ratio (LRR) between values, from which we compiled a dissimilar-

ity matrix for each region. Furthermore, we calculated Jaccard

dissimilarities among plots and compiled dissimilarity matrices

from these values to quantify dissimilarity in species composition

across each region.

Specimens were assigned to trophic groups based on a combi-

nation of taxonomy, morphology and information from the

literature. The body lengths (mm) of all collected individuals

were measured and then converted to live body masses (mg)

using allometric equations from the literature (see [11] for details

and sources of allometric equations). In addition, we assessed

the mobility of collected specimens based on whether the individ-

ual was winged, legged or both. If the specimen was a wingless

juvenile but was known to have a winged life stage, it was allo-

cated to a winged category. We also recorded whether or not

each specimen was eusocial based on taxonomy. Further details

describing the justifications for trait selection and their assignment

can be found in [21]. Finally, individual metabolic rates were calcu-

lated for all collected individuals with regression equations using

body masses, temperatures measured at each plot, and taxonomic

group [22].

Total community biomass was calculated by summing body

masses from all individuals collected at each plot. We then com-

piled dissimilarity matrices based on LRRs of total biomass

values among all plots in each region. As a way of quantifying

heterogeneity in the functional roles of individuals present in

each plot (i.e. to estimate the potential for niche complementarity

in sampled communities), we calculated functional dispersion of

communities [16,23] from four measured traits: trophic group,

body mass, mobility and eusociality. Specifically, functional dis-

persion calculates the mean distance of species to the community

trait–mean centroid weighted by their relative abundances [23].

Functional dispersion was calculated using the FD package in R

[24]. Dissimilarity matrices were also compiled from LRRs

between functional dispersion values at each plot for each region.

To measure ecosystem functioning in a way that incorporates

all sampled trophic levels into a single variable and that can be

easily quantified across large spatial scales, we analytically assessed

community energy flux [11] for all 80 sampled communities across

both regions. To do so, we used the formula

F ¼ 1

ea
� ðX þ LÞ,

where F is the total flux of energy into the biomass pool of a given

trophic level; ea is the diet-specific assimilation efficiency of a given

trophic group [25]; X is the summed metabolic rates of all individ-

uals within a trophic group in a given community; and L is the loss

of energy from a given biomass pool to higher trophic levels owing

to predation [11]. We then summed together fluxes among all

trophic levels to obtain a community level measure of energy

flux, and compiled dissimilarity matrices from LRRs between

total community energy flux values within each region.

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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(c) Quantifying spatial and environmental distance
Pairwise spatial distances among plots were calculated as great

circle distances in kilometres separately for each study region.

To quantify environmental distance, a total of 15 measured

environmental parameters were used to characterize the 80

plots across both study regions: mean soil moisture content,

mean soil temperature, soil pH, litter depth and 11 different

elements measured from the leaf litter (C, N, P, Al, Ca, Fe, K,

Mg, Mn, Na and S). Soil moisture content (%) and soil tempera-

ture (8C) were recorded hourly using soil sensors placed at 30 cm

depth in the soil within each plot. Soil pH was analysed in a 1 : 4

soil-to-water ratio at the Indonesian plots [26] and a 1 : 10 soil-to-

solution (CaCl) ratio for the German plots [20]. Leaf litter

samples were collected at each of the 80 research plots and the

amounts (mg) of 11 different elements in leaf litter dry mass

were analysed (see [20] for details).

To select the environmental parameters that are most important

for explaining variation in BEF of the sampled litter macro-

invertebrate communities, we employed two steps. First, we ran a

non-metric multidimensional scaling ordination based on Jaccard

dissimilarities of all macroinvertebrate communities. Using the

envfit function in the vegan package in R [24], we then

performed a permutational vector fitting analysis of all 15 environ-

mental parameters as raw and additionally log-transformed

variables in the ordination (for both the temperate and tropical

data). Only the vectors that yielded a , 0.05 from the permutation

tests were retained and then standardized by subtracting their

means and dividing by their standard deviations. In cases where

both the logged and untransformed variables were significant,

we selected the variable with the highest R2-value (see electronic

supplementary material, table S2 for details). Finally, we ran a prin-

cipal component analysis with these retained variables, selected the

site scores of the first three principal components (74.75% and

78.11% variation contained in the first three axes for the Indonesian

and German data, respectively), and calculated dissimilarities

among all plots as Euclidean distances.
(d) Constructing path models based on distance
matrices

In order to disentangle the roles of different components of bio-

diversity from pure biomass effects in driving variation in

ecosystem functioning across environmental and spatial gradients

(figure 1), we employed the use of multiple regression on distance

matrices (MRMs) using the ecodist package in R [24] within a path

modelling framework. Specifically, MRM regresses a response
matrix on any number of explanatory matrices composed of dis-

similarities or distances, allowing for the inference of how

differently measured multi- or univariate variables might influ-

ence each other across environmental and spatial distances [27].

Previous studies have proven path modelling to be a highly effec-

tive tool for disentangling the complex causal relationships among

environmental change, community attributes and ecosystem func-

tioning [28,29]. Here, we use Shipley’s [30] d-separation method of

generalized causal path analysis, as this method is highly flexible

for using a variety of model types, such as MRMs in this case.

To construct the path model, we identified the basis set BU of

independence claims that were implied by our hypothetical

causal model (figure 2). The independence claims in BU describe

the pi probability that variable pairs (Xi, Xj) are independent con-

ditional on the variable set Z, which is a direct cause of either Xi

or Xj. The combined pi of the full model was calculated as

C ¼ �2
Xk

i¼1

lnð piÞ,

and the C value was then compared with a chi-square (x2) distri-

bution with 2k degrees of freedom [30]. The resulting probability,

p, indicates whether the data depart significantly from what

would be expected under such a causal model. A model is

rejected if the resulting p-value is smaller than the specified

a-level (in this case, a ¼ 0.05). As such, if p . 0.05, the causal

model is considered to provide a good fit to the data [30].

The path model was constructed to test how spatial

and environmental distance can influence the role of four differ-

ent mechanisms through which biodiversity can drive spatial

variation in ecosystem functioning: H1) b-diversity, H2)

a-diversity, H3) functional dispersion, and H4) community bio-

mass (figures 1 and 2). In addition, we assumed and tested for

effects of b-diversity on a-diversity and functional dispersion,

as well as effects of these three variables on community biomass

(figure 2). For a full list of the variables used in the path models,

see electronic supplementary material, table S3.

All MRM models were performed with 10 000 permutations

to ensure stable estimations of the p-values that were used to cal-

culate the C statistic in the path models. To assess the relative

importance of environmental versus geographical distance for

dissimilarity in species composition, a-diversity, functional dis-

persion and biomass, as well as the relative importance of

these variables for driving dissimilarity in community energy

fluxes, we calculated range-standardized coefficients for each

predictor variable as recommended by [31]. Specifically, this

is a standardization of raw coefficients bxy expressing the

effect of x on y, whereby the range-standardized coefficient

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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bstdxy ¼ bxy � (xmax 2 xmin)/(ymax 2 ymin), where the max and

min values are the largest and smallest calculated dissimilarity

values from the distance matrices. This method of coefficient

standardization yields dimensionless coefficients that can be

interpreted as the proportional change in y across the range of

x after controlling for all other predictors in the model. All data

preparation and statistical analysis was carried out in R 3.1.3 [24].
3. Results
In both the Indonesian and German study regions, geo-

graphical and environmental distance played an important

role in structuring litter macroinvertebrate communities. The

strongest spatial and environmental turnover was observed

for species composition (b-diversity), compared with the

other diversity variables across the two regions. Across

the sampling sites in Indonesia, we found that environmental

distance played a larger role than geographical distance in

driving b-diversity (figure 3a), with species dissimilarity
changing by 23% versus 11% over its measured range (elec-

tronic supplementary material, table S4) across the

environmental and spatial gradients, respectively. In contrast,

geographical distance had a stronger effect on species turnover

than environmental distance at the German sites (figure 3b),

with a shift in species dissimilarity of 20% compared with

23% (electronic supplementary material, table S4) across

the environmental and spatial gradients, respectively. Despite

the combined effects of spatial and environmental distance

on b-diversity, there was relatively low overall variance in

b-diversity explained by these variables in Indonesia (R2 ¼

0.15), but considerably higher variance explained at the

German sites (R2 ¼ 0.26, figure 3). Interestingly, the other

measures of macroinvertebrate community structure only

responded to geographical distance, with a very weak response

of dissimilarity in functional dispersion to geographical dis-

tance in Indonesia and similarly weak but significant

turnover in a-diversity and biomass across the spatial gradient

at the German sites (figure 3).

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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The high b-diversity observed across sites in both regions

(71–99% and 53–98% species turnover in Indonesia and

Germany, respectively), which was partially driven by the

spatial and environmental gradients in these sampling regions,

was an important determinant of dissimilarity among plots in

a-diversity and community biomass (figure 3). Specifically, the

overall 29% shift in b-diversity in Indonesia and 45% shift in

Germany across their measured range directly drove a respect-

ive 59% and 41% change in a-diversity across these study

regions. However, the explained variance for turnover in

a-diversity was low, with an R2 of 0.16 in Indonesia and only

0.10 in Germany. We found that community biomass also

responded with a 35% change across the measured range of

b-diversity, but this pattern was only evident at the German

sites. Consequently, substantially more variation in bio-

mass turnover could be explained across the German sites

(R2 ¼ 0.38) compared with the Indonesian sites (R2 ¼ 0.24).

Interestingly, the emergence of specific and generalizable

mechanisms that drive turnover in ecosystem functioning

across sites was clear from our path models. In both regions,

we found a clear effect of a-diversity and biomass on energy

fluxes (figure 3). Specifically, this means that with increasing

dissimilarity in the total number of species and total biomass

among sampling sites we found a resulting increase in the

dissimilarity of energy fluxes of these sites. Across both the

Indonesian and German sites, there were relatively similar

changes in community energy fluxes across the range of

a-diversity (27% in Indonesia and 21% in Germany). This

likeness between the two regions in turnover of energy

fluxes also held in response to turnover in biomass, with a

73% change in energy flux dissimilarity in Indonesia and

a 77% change in Germany across their respective ranges of

community biomasses (figure 3 and electronic supplemen-

tary material, table S4). At the German sites only, we found

a residual effect of geographical distance on energy flux turn-

over after controlling for all other predictors in the path

model, but this effect was extremely weak (only a 5%

change) compared with those of a-diversity and biomass

(figure 3 and electronic supplementary material, table S4).

In addition to the clear detection of mechanisms driving

spatial turnover in energy flux, we also found that a high pro-

portion of variation in energy flux turnover was explained by

a-diversity and biomass (76% and 79% in Indonesia and

Germany, respectively).
4. Discussion
By employing a landscape level approach across a tropical

and a temperate region, our study effectively disentangles

the potential mechanisms responsible for driving differences

in ecosystem functioning across landscapes. We found that

both spatial and environmental distance are important for

driving turnover in community composition, leading to

clear differences among sampling sites in overall rates of

energy flux in multitrophic communities of litter macroinver-

tebrates. Despite some differences in the relative strength of

effects on various community attributes (such as a- and

b-diversity) and energy fluxes, we found remarkable simi-

larities in the potential mechanisms driving these responses

between the Indonesian and German study regions.

Interestingly, we found that environmental distance had

a stronger effect on species turnover in the Indonesian
communities, whereas geographical distance had a stronger

effect in the German communities. These findings seemingly

contradict those of Myers et al. [32], who showed that

environmental factors played a stronger role in driving

species turnover in a temperate compared with a tropical

region. Our results may differ because of the different taxa

among the two studies, i.e. plants versus litter macroinverte-

brates, as dispersal of these two groups is likely to differ

considerably, leading to different mechanisms of assembly

operating on these organisms. In any case, our findings

could provide evidence for greater environmental filtering

in the tropical Indonesian communities compared with stron-

ger dispersal-dependent random assembly in the temperate

German communities [32]. Alternatively, the larger total geo-

graphical extent across the German study region (630 km)

could inherently give rise to overall higher species turnover

compared with the Indonesian study region (90 km).

Nevertheless, the range of environmental distance among

plots was highly similar between the Indonesian (0.097–

3.862 Euclidean distance) and the German study regions

(0.149–3.840 Euclidean distance). Therefore, the 36% stronger

standardized effect of environmental distance on b-diversity

in Indonesia compared with Germany quite probably

indicates that the tropical communities are more subject to

environmental filtering than the temperate communities.

We found that turnover in species composition (b-diversity)

strongly predicted dissimilarity in total species richness among

sampling sites (a-diversity) in both of the study regions. This

result could suggest that coexistence of species at the local

scale might depend on functional differences among species

that allow them to use resources differently [33]. In other

words, particular species assemblages are likely to give rise

to greater numbers of species in assemblages where antagon-

istic interactions, such as predation and competition, are

weaker. As such, we would expect b-diversity to predict dis-

similarity among plots in a-diversity. However, these results

should be interpreted with caution because a-diversity and

b-diversity are typically highly correlated when turnover is

calculated using Jaccard dissimilarities [34]. In both the

Indonesian and German study regions, increasing dissimilarity

among communities also resulted in greater among-plot dis-

similarity in total biomass. These results are confirmative of a

multitude of previous studies showing that species richness

drives patterns in productivity, especially for primary pro-

ducer organisms [35,36]. Interestingly, we also found an

effect of species composition on community biomass in the

German litter communities, suggesting that the combined

identities of particular species might be driving varying

levels of biomass across these landscapes. For example, the

occurrences of particular species that are competitively domi-

nant where particular resources are available are likely to

drive locally increased biomass in European forests [37].

Perhaps most strikingly, we found evidence for highly con-

sistent patterns between the tropical and temperate study

regions in the mechanisms that had direct effects on spatial

variation in ecosystem functioning. In both study regions, we

found that turnover in biomass and species richness among

plots was highly important for turnover in energy flux. In

fact, even the standardized effect size of these variables on

energy flux was almost identical between the two regions,

with changes in energy flux turnover of 73% in Indonesia

versus 77% in Germany in response to biomass turnover, and

27% versus 21% changes in energy flux turnover (in Indonesia

http://rstb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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and Germany, respectively) in response to a-diversity turn-

over. These results strongly support the species richness (H2)

and biomass (H4) hypotheses. Regarding the species richness

hypothesis, it is likely that increasing species richness of poten-

tial prey in litter invertebrate communities allows for increased

resource exploitation by higher trophic level consumers [38].

As Gamfeldt et al. [38] demonstrated experimentally, this

should also result in higher biomasses of consumer species

and, thus, overall higher community biomass. As such, dissim-

ilarity among communities in a-diversity should also drive

dissimilarity in biomass—a pattern which our path models

both strongly support. Furthermore, after holding constant

any effects of species richness on energy flux, spatial variation

in litter invertebrate biomass still had a very strong effect on

spatial variation in energy flux, most likely owing to the

strong correlation between total biomass and a community’s

energetic demand [11]. This indicates that, regardless of any

resource diversity effects, total biomass of organisms expect-

edly plays an important role in determining ecosystem

process rates [28].

Although we did not find any direct effects of functional

dispersion (H3) or b-diversity (H1) on spatial variation in

energy fluxes, this does not necessarily mean that these fac-

tors do not play a role in shaping spatial patterns in

ecosystem functioning in litter macroinvertebrate commu-

nities. On the contrary, our path models indicate that there

were indirect effects of species turnover on energy flux via

spatial variation in a-diversity, probably resulting from

altered patterns in the coexistence of various species in both

the tropical and temperate communities [33]. Therefore,

although these indirect effects of b-diversity do not lend sup-

port to the species composition hypothesis (H1), our results

do indicate that there are multiple interacting mechanisms

that could be driving the spatial variability of ecosystem func-

tioning in real-world systems. Nevertheless, our results also

indicate that a very simplistic set of predictors, i.e. species

richness and total biomass, may provide the strongest predic-

tive power for ecosystem functioning at the landscape scale.
5. Conclusion
Our study provides new insights into the mechanisms

that probably determine spatial patterns in multitrophic BEF

by confirming results across both tropical and temperate land-

scapes. Despite some minor differences among our two study

regions in the possible mechanisms driving spatial variation in

ecosystem functioning, we find remarkable similarity from the

tropical to temperate systems, indicating that globally
consistent and generalizable patterns in BEF relationships at

the landscape scale probably exist. These results call for various

new avenues of BEF research, such as the extension of land-

scape level mechanistic tests of BEF relationships to

freshwater, marine and other terrestrial ecosystems, as the

spatial dynamics of these systems could vary [39]. Moreover,

investigating spatial variation in energy flux among trophic

levels could shed light on how the trait-dependent loss of bio-

diversity could lead to the rapid decay of ecosystem services at

larger spatial scales [40]. In recent years, the merging of

food web ecology and BEF research has moved towards

centre stage [41] owing to the enhancement of predictive

accuracy with increased ecological complexity. Bringing

these merged fields of ecology into the arena of spatial ecology

presents an exciting new frontier in the exploration of

biodiversity–ecosystem functioning relationships.
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